Ice Men Of North Dakota [Dakota Heat 5] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting)
Synopsis

Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage Romance, M/F/M/M/M, HEA] Barrett Brown, Quinn Phillips, Mason Malone, and Grant Richard, friends for years, all left their ranches in Texas five years earlier in search of a change. They found that change, and the peace they craved, on the Jagged Rock. A plane crash in the mountains shatters that peace, but not nearly as much as the woman who’s survived it. Finding her injured and half-frozen, they take her back to the ranch, and within hours, know their lives will never be the same. Kendra Stevenson finds herself injured and stranded on a ranch with four strange men—ice men—as hard and cold as the mountains they’ve mastered. Finding herself attracted to all four of them leaves her confused and doubting herself, but with their encouragement, she finds herself tumbling into a world of erotic hunger and warm affection that she just can’t resist. Loving four men is risky. When her life is threatened, the stakes are even higher. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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Customer Reviews

I’d read books about permanent menage relationships before, but where there were more than 3 people involved, the relationship was normally only temporary, like in an orgy situation. I was really
curious how the author was going to set up a long-term poly-amorous relationship between one woman and 4 men and I was pleasantly surprised. It turns out Kendra is level-headed, sweet, nurturing and assertive. She can hold her own. The author also gives us a chance to see Kendra with each of the men so that they become more distinct as characters and Kendra has a unique relationship with each of them. We see the men try to come to terms with this odd situation where they are all attracted to Kendra and how they try to adjust. Okay, so the villains aren’t particularly believable - more like caricatures (and that includes Gran’t ex-wife), but I didn’t mind that too much. I did like seeing the guys in rescue mode and it gave Kendra more of a chance to shine. I thought it was particularly well handled as there were so many characters and relationships to juggle to create what almost resembles a traditional romance but with more people. I felt like a lot of care and editing went into this to make it as tight of a story as it is. It’s great sexy entertainment. (Note: The men only have sex with Kendra, not each other. I think that was probably a wise choice in terms of limiting the scope and length of the story.)

This is one HOT book. The four heroes are incredibly sizzlin. I have to say Quinn was my favorite tho, he was so surprised to fall so fast and hard for Kendra. It was cute cuz he was such a badass. Not that the other three were any slouches. It has been a long time since the last Dakota book, I hope it won’t take that long till the next one comes out. I definitely recommend this book. Enjoy!

in the beginning I didnt think I would enjoy this book, but the story flowed right along nicely...The guys were all sweet, well except for Quinn but he sure did redeem himself, MR.DOM! he had some issues in his life, heck all the guys did, Its why they all lived together on a remote ranch. Kendra comes a long & shows them not all women are money grubbing self centered witches that cheat, lie & will say & do anything to get what they want. Kendra shows concern, care & shows loads of love, she accepts them for who they are & theres just something about each one of them that fulfills that emptiness in her life..its mutual all the way around.....Barrett & Quin my goodness those two were my favorites!! this story was just a very sweet read..with a smidge of action tossed in... :)

Wow, I love the Ice Men !! Interesting story, twists and turns in the plot, and fun. The men are sexy, manly, bigger than life. Deeply thought filled emotional characters, with true feelings. Each one has a history that had them acquire land, and end up living at the Ranch. Her plane crashes on the mountain and they rescue her. Barrett, Quinn, Mason, and Grant are each different but total alphas, tender, caring, and protective. I loved them all !! Kendra is sassy and full of life. The bad people get
their consequences. Great characters, nice interactions, wonderful sex, M/F and M/F/M, a happy ending. Great anticipation and "wanting". I couldn't put it down ! Highly recommended ! Enjoy!

This is only the second book by this author I have read and I must admit I liked Night Rogues better, but still this was all right reading. As usually, everything happens fast and it bothers me sometimes. It is difficult to believe someone would tell their deepest secrets after barely have met someone. But Kendra takes the relationship that develops between her and 4 different men in stride. My objection against this book is the plot. It is quite silly and non-believable. Who would venture into the mountains in a blizzard wearing town-clothes and believing they would get their money - and then get away with it all? But still, the book was enjoyable reading.

This is a top book in my special list of keepers. Great story with wonderful sexy hero's. Have read this about every six months, for a total of at least six times. The story has been described by multiple readers. So Will just say that the menage build up isn't one of those usual quick, jump into bed scenes. The plane crash, Intense rescue and diverse sexy ranchers make for an exciting, emotional introduction to courageous Kendra. Their evolving relationship is intense with distrust and doubts, but also undeniable HOT lusty sexual attraction. This story has depth, and really holds your attention. Would love a sequel!!

I gave it 3 stars because I wanted to finish it, but the whole story was a bit silly. The plotline set for the drama aspect was so far fetched and poorly written. The climax was rushed and the antagonists boring and one dimensional. Could have been better if she took the time to flesh out the characters more.

This book is truly one of Leah Brooke's finest. The interaction between the four men and Kendra could range from humorous to maudlin. My favorite interaction was between Kendra and Quinn. I would recommend this novel to anyone who likes a good romance novel. The romanticism in this novel undergoes a dramatic shift in this novel. The men go from wary to spellbound. The transition is the best part of the novel. I hope you read this novel and enjoy it as much as I did.
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